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● The concatenate/supermatrix is a popular approach particularly in the field of 
deep species phylogenies

● ML methods (IQ-TREE/RAxML) are probably the best in the trade-off between 
accuracy / computational time

● If one doesn’t have a particular preference ML vs Bayesian, why to use 
Bayesian tools then?

-Results confirmed (or not) with an alternative robust method
-Posterior probabilities: an alternative assessment of branch support
-Some complex models are unavailable in ML framework: the CAT model

● Bayesian methods are computationally challenging … Few tools scale well 
with large amount of data (nº of sites). One of these tools is Phylobayes

Bayesian methods for deep species tree inference
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CAT vs no CAT: Porifera vs Ctenophora
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CAT model in ML framework: CAT-PMSF

https://github.com/drenal/cat-pmsf-
paper/tree/main
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CAT-PMSF = PMSF run (IQ-TREE) using the site profiles -rates and compositions- 
sampled with the CAT model (Phylobayes)



Phylobayes (tutorials)

● Phylobayes: tutorial for non-mpi version

● Phylobayes (parallel computing): tutorial for mpi version 

● Step-by-step practical introduction: PhyloBayes: Bayesian Phylogenetics 
Using Site-heterogeneous Models

https://github.com/bayesiancook/phylobayes/blob/master/pbManual4.1.pdf
https://github.com/bayesiancook/pbmpi/blob/master/pb_mpiManual1.9.pdf
https://hal.science/hal-02535342/document
https://hal.science/hal-02535342/document


Phylobayes (how to run a chain)

● pb_mpi_icc -cat -gtr -d MSA.phylip -T TREE.nw chain_name
○ ‘pb_mpi_icc’ for mpi, otherwise ‘pb’
○ -cat: CAT model
○ -gtr: GTR model
○ -d: input MSA. It has to be in phylip format
○ -T: topology to constrain tree inference <- optional (e.g., for 

CAT-PMSF)
○ chain_name: name given to the chain. Can be any name. Usually 

people run two chains, ideally more chains should run if dataset is 
complex (it usually is)

For further information see ‘running a chain’ section in the tutorials



Phylobayes (convergence assessment)

See section 3.2 in the manual

“Generally, a run under PhyloBayes provides good results for a total number of points of the 
order of 10 000 to 30 000, although again, this really depends on the datasets.”
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i.e the number of points before the chain has reached stationarity”



Phylobayes (convergence assessment)

“Visual assessment is essential, in particular, for getting a reliable estimate of the burn-in, 
i.e the number of points before the chain has reached stationarity”

“In general, it is particularly important to visualize at least the log likelihood (loglik, 4th column of 
the trace file), the total tree length (length, column 5), the number of occupied components of 
the mixture (Nmode, column 6) and the mean site entropy (statent, column 7), which is a 
measure of the strength of site-specific amino acid preferences”




